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Korea has been heavily invested its pool of national energy  to develop nanotechnology  as 

a future growth engine for the creative economy.  At the heart of  the  Korean 

nanotechnology drive has been the Korea Nanotechnology Initiative  (10-year rolling plan) 

since 2001. We are now in the third stage. The long-term plan  has pushed ahead with three 

areas: R&D, infrastructure and manpower.  In Korea, education has been one of the most 

important areas to secure the long-term national competitiveness.  A variety of stake 

holders  have been actively participated in nanotechnology education  for nurturing skilled 

workforces and future  R&D manpower. 

2014 Government Budget for Nanotechnology 

Introduction

 In 2000, Korea’s nanotechnology manpower totaled around 1,000 including

those that were utilizable or convertible from similar fields

 By 2004, the R&D workforce had increased about four-fold to around 4,000

 As of 2012, however the number has grown more than two-fold about 9,000 at most

Nanotechnology Education at Universities

R&D Manpower

Manpower Cultivation

 Nano-education at 6 nano-fab centers KIST’s  Nano-Truck

Future Plan
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 The number of nanotechnology-related departments at

universities jumped to 73 in 2011 from just 3 in 2001. As of 2013,

the number has reached to 136, doubling the number as

compared to 2011

 In addition, the number of undergraduate students enrolled in

nano-related departments was 19,448 in 2014, almost two times

higher than that in 2011.
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Infra
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Manpower

Total : ~ $557M

 In 2014, the government has allocated approximately $557M for Korea

nanotechnology initiative. 8.5 percent of the total is given to manpower

which is almost equal to $47M.

 Developing education programs for elementary and high school students as well as for the public

- KIST has operated nano-truck equipped with SEM, AFM and so on (the number of attendee: 1,135 in 2013)

 Nano-education at six national nano-fab. Centers for graduate students, researchers at national labs and private sector

- Hands-on experiences with a variety of nano tools

 Developing 8 textbooks for educational courses at undergraduate and graduate levels up to April 2012

 Nurturing creative M.S. and Ph.D. at universities through BK21 Plus and university research centers programs

Nanotechnology Education Programs by KoNTRS

 Drawing up roadmaps for nano-education toward 2025 in progress

- With the rapid growth of nano-related departments at universities, a

systematic governance for nano-education is becoming an urgent

necessity

- With the increase in demand for specialized nano workforces, the

reinforcement and the materialization of nano-education are

necessary.

 Developed textbooks for undergraduate and graduate students

 Nano-school for graduate students and young researchers  e-class for on-line lecture

 Operating intensive nano schools for graduate students and young researchers

 Construction of e-nanoschool for on-line lecture series on nanotechnology given to undergraduate and graduate students

as well as researchers in the private sectors since 2005

- e-class for on-line lecture on basic nanotechnology (twice a week for each subject)

- e-journal clubs for recently published research outputs (once a month)

- e-tutorial for state-of-the-art nano subjects (twice for each subject)

 Number of NT departments and undergraduate students in NT department


